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We have improved our open source platform technology for plant gene transfer, TransBacter™, 
an alternative to Agrobacterium-based technology. Cambia previously demonstrated that the 
capacity for plant gene transfer lies within a well-defined contiguous region of the vir regulon of 
the Agrobactium Ti plasmid. This region is sufficient to confer gene transfer capability onto 
some naïve bacterial species when introduced on a single cassette. Using a plasmid with the 
transferred DNA (T-DNA) co-resident with this part of the vir regulon, we showed that gene 
transfer to tobacco and rice could be mediated by Sinorhizobium meliloti and R. leguminosarum. 
We now show that pCAMBIA 5105 vector, carrying virK-virE3 components of the vir regulon, 
enables gene transfer to rice and tobacco at similar levels whether hosted by Agrobacterium or 
one of the other species tested. By reducing further the size of the Ti plasmid, and relieving 
the dependence of the gene transfer machinery on the VirA regulatory component, we also show 
that one of these new unitary vectors, pCAMBIA5106, confers gene transfer capacity into 
tobacco and rice, with a higher transformation efficiency in rice as compared to that mediated by 
pCAMBIA5105. Using either vector in selected strains of R. leguminosarum, we now 
demonstrate that the transformation efficiency is comparable to that using Agrobacterium strain 
LBA288. These vectors are available under a set of BiOS (Biological Open Source) licenses to 
stimulate broad uptake and use in both research and commercial applications with few IP or 
negotiation constraints (www.cambia.org). 
